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FIRST GRADEFIRST GRADE
CURRICULUM SNAPSHOT

EPISCOPAL DAY SCHOOL



ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS: WRITING, COMPOSITION, & GRAMMAR

ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS: READING & LITERATURE

MATHEMATICS

SOCIAL STUDIES

By the end of First Grade,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

Add/subtract, compare, order and model whole numbers

up to 100

Collect and interpret data using tally marks, picture

graphs, and bar graphs

Reason with shapes and their attributes

Apply their knowledge of addition and subtraction to solve

real-life word problems

Create various graphs using real-life data they have

gathered

Collect/graph data and log weather conditions at the

Flowing Wells Campus using various tools (thermometer,

ruler, weather wheel)

Read orally with grade-level speed, accuracy, and expression by

using a variety of decoding strategies in order to derive meaning

from text

Read for meaning by asking questions, identifying main ideas,

answering explicit questions, summarizing information, making

predictions, and drawing conclusions

Ask and answer questions in relation to the current theme in

Literature

Use reading skills acquired in first grade to read to preschool and

kindergarten classes with confidence and fluency

Apply reading for meaning skills in the context of the following

themes: Back to School, Be My Friend, Science Cycles, Light and

Sound, Around Our Town, Around Our World, Roots and Seeds,

Animals from Head to Toe, Stars and Stripes, and Art for All

Formulate questions about and concepts of ongoing learning and

mastery related to the themes listed above by posting to the class

Concept/Question Board

Write compositions that tell a story including story

elements or develop a central idea

Use sound/spelling patterns to compose words and

sentences

Employ accurate use of mechanics when writing, including

proper capitalization, punctuation, verb tense, and

agreement

Go through the entire writing process (plan, draft, edit,

revise, publish, share) by produce published texts in the

following genres: narrative stories, procedural how-tos,

and autobiographies

Share published pieces in a variety of settings (individual,

small group, whole group) in the context of publishing

parties

Develop an awareness of patriotism, cultural holidays,

and symbols or our nation, as well as local geography

(city, state, country)

Understand that rules are made to govern and protect

people

Develop interpersonal skills and a sense of community

Work cooperatively to create classroom rules and

problem solve conflicts

Perform in Thanksgiving chapel and learn about various

cultures and languages

Participate in various service projects within the

community



SPANISH

SCIENCE

By the end of First Grade,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

RELIGION

CYBER SKILLS & CITIZENSHIP

Identify the life cycle stages insects go through during

metamorphosis, as well as their characteristics and basic needs

for survival

Observe, describe, sort, and separate earth materials based on

their different properties

Understand concepts of balance, counterweights, and stability

and how to modify unstable systems to reach equilibrium

Observe the life cycle of an insect (mealworms/butterflies) and

create their own metamorphosis wheel

Explore different earth materials and ways they are used

Students will use different earth materials to create their own

bricks

Construct their own toys using various materials that will

produce rotational motion and balance with a counterweight

Use greetings appropriately and answer the question

“How are you?” with a range of responses

Ask for permission for a variety of needs (May I go to the

bathroom? May I get a drink of water? etc.)

Convey information regarding teeth when appropriate

(I’ve lost a tooth, I have a wiggly tooth)

Become fluent with weather and calendar vocabulary

Count to 100 in Spanish

Participate in authentic songs, games, and sayings

Identify tooth traditions of Spanish speaking countries

Recite a simple poem

Continue to learn where Spanish is spoken and the

corresponding cultures and traditions

Recognize the mystery of God’s presence in their lives as
well as in stories of scripture and liturgical action
Further gain religious language and enhance their
spiritual experience through wonder and play
Engage with Godly Play extension stories (along with
core stories) to deepen their experience of core stories

Make authentic and creative responses to God’s call in

their lives

Begin to process stories side-by-side

Continue to learn about and practice the ethics of living

well in community

Gain familiarity with the QWERTY keyboard
Use digital quiz programs such as Open Court, Everyday
Math, Xtra Math, Splash, Seesaw, and Accelerated
Reader to reinforce teacher-taught material

Understand the importance of being kind and respectful

to others in what they type/create

Understand the importance of using the school device

for educational purpose only

Understand the importance of logging out of accounts

and devices to keep their information private



By the end of First Grade,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

ART

MUSIC

EXPERIENCES & PERFORMANCES

Identify and use soft/loud, softer/louder with voice and

instruments, using correct symbols: p (soft), f (forte)

Recognize different instrument families, and will use

classroom instruments to describe objects

Identify, use and compare different tempi

Perform a “Thank You” song in several languages at the

Thanksgiving Chapel

Lead a song that is written on the music staff in chapel on

Boomwhackers

Perform a collection of folk songs with original

choreography at the Campfire Songs program

Hold a pencil correctly when drawing to help strengthen

their fine motor skills

Identify specific artists such as Van Gogh, Picasso and

Mondrian & do renderings of their work

Understand basic art terms for 3D and 2D art such as

foreground, background, overlapping, and contrast

Learn the way to use lines to create motion and expression by

creating drawings using thick, thin, dotted lines and

recognizing the way each changes the image

Notice color intensity when one color is next to another color

and the way it changes it’s tint

Learn that there is more to color than color mixing. It’s also

about the way a color reacts when it’s next to another color. 

Utilize their entire picture plane and understanding basic

design by their use of lines and shapes.

Bi-Weekly Trips to EDS Flowing Wells Campus for Experiential Learning

Opening Convocation

Panther Pals

Acolyte in Weekly Chapel Service

Lower School Book Parade

Lower School Halloween Parade

"Thank You" Performance at Thanksgiving Chapel

All-School Christmas Sing Along

Episcopal Schools Week All-School Chapel

Lower School Olympic Day

All-School Grandparents & Grandfriends Day

After School Enrichments Showcase

First Grade "Campfire Songs" Performance

First Grade Sneak-a-Peek

End of the Year Portfolio Celebration

Closing Convocation


